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'Sumptuous simple recipes, inspired by Alex's travels and family gatherings.' Mary Berry'Home
cooking that is perfectly suited for midweek family meals or special occasions with friends. Enjoy
it people!' Tom KerridgeAs Bake Off judge Paul Hollywood freely admits, it's his wife Alex who is
in charge of cooking in the Hollywood household. She's the one who plans, shops and cooks so
they can enjoy delicious home-made food with family and friends.An accomplished self-taught
cook who comes from a family of food-lovers, Alex is passionate about food but firmly believes
that cooking and eating are about one thing: enjoyment.Her recipes fall into one of two
categories -- quick and simple for when you don't have much time during the week, or slow and
simple for a lazy weekend at home.But simple doesn't mean ordinary. With a few clever twists
and drawing on influences from her travels and her family (a glamorous French grandma, a
father brought up in Spain and a Norwegian great grandmother) Alex's recipes are easy,
inexpensive and just a little bit different.For anyone who wants inspiration for quick mid-week
meals, impromptu kitchen suppers with friends or relaxed weekend socials, My Busy Kitchen is
the book for you.

Home cooking that is perfectly suited for midweek family meals or special occasions with
friends. Enjoy it people!―Tom KerridgeSumptuous simple recipes, inspired by Alex's travels and
family gatherings―Mary Berry --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the
AuthorAlex Hollywood is passionate about food and firmly believes that cooking and eating
should be about one thing: enjoyment, not worrying about presentation and whether your roux is
made to Michelin-star standards. Having grown up in Kent, Alex's cooking has been shaped by
her Norwegian great-grandmother, her French godmother, her father's love of Spain, and her
time living in Cyprus. Her twitter feed @Hollywood_wife has quickly built up fans eager for recipe
ideas and food tweets. Alex is a regular on ITV's Lorraine. My Busy Kitchen is her first book. --
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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roadGrandma’s fruitcakeRaspberry chocolate
bombesIndexAcknowledgementsINTRODUCTIONI am a cook, not a chef. I am passionate
about food and firmly believe that cooking and eating should be about one thing: enjoyment, not
worrying about presentation and whether your roux is made to Michelin star standards. Nothing
gives me greater pleasure than preparing a meal for family and friends, and then sitting back
and watching everyone dig in. We all live busy lives, and those moments together are special, to
be treasured, so why make life more complicated than it already is? Keep it simple – enjoy!My
recipes tend to fall into two categories – either quick and simple, like my easy salads or speedy
week-night suppers, or slow and simple for lazy weekend lunches – stews and roasts that are
perfect to leave simmering while you go for a long walk or sit around the table putting the world
to rights. I cook the way my mother and grandmother taught me, with a hearty disregard for
following recipes to the letter. My grandmother, Mama Vanda, was an actress and a hugely
flamboyant cook. She was an avid fan of Fanny Craddock and Robert Carrier, and would present
us with platters of richly aromatic Persian lamb, dishes of Mont Blanc – sweetened chestnut
purée with brandy and meringue – and brandy butter mountains to go with the Christmas
pudding, which had been turned bright green with food colouring and decorated with pistachios,
all the while dressed in a bejewelled silk kaftan in peacock blue.My Grandmother Vanda on the
set of Le Fin Du Monde, one of the first disaster movies! Shortly after, the Germans invaded
France and she escaped back to England on the last train from Paris. She was and still is my
hero! An amazing woman with a huge appetite for life.Mama Vanda’s mother, my great
grandmother, was Norwegian, and trips to see the family in Norway always resulted in a whole
freshly caught salmon being lugged back to Kent to be devoured with dill mayonnaise. Mama
Vanda’s Scandinavian heritage influenced other flavours that appeared in her food that I still love
today – fresh and clean tastes to contrast with richer, headier aromas I have picked up from my



own travels. My sister and I loved popping into her kitchen to see what we could ‘forage’, and
there was always something delicious on the go for us to sneak a nibble of, such as homemade
marzipan – much tastier than the bought stuff – rolled into balls and dipped in dark chocolate.My
father spent a lot of his youth in Madrid, which began his lifelong love of Spanish cooking. His
paella was fabulous, and he made it in a massive pan that I remember being brought home from
southern Spain one summer, crammed in between me and my sister on the back seat of the car.
We’d often eat it – chorizo, chicken, rabbit, fish, some smoky paprika and paella rice just thrown
together and left to cook themselves – instead of a Sunday roast, and all the neighbours would
pile around to join us in the garden. Although he is long gone, my father’s passion for tapas
remains with me, now mixed with my own mezze influences from the years Paul and I spent in
Cyprus. I love to serve lots of little plates of delicious finger food – grilled meats, salads, dips and
breads, all on colourful mismatched crockery – for everyone to help themselves and enjoy the
contrasting flavours.Monique was my French godmother, and the way I cook today owes a lot to
her. From a very young age I would spend almost every holiday with her family in France,
sometimes in Normandy or Champagne, but most often in the south. The first time I went, aged
four, my mother packed me off with a huge leg of Kentish lamb nearly as big as me as a thank-
you present – I doubt I could do the same with my son today! Monique introduced me to good
bourgeois French cooking – rich intense flavours, cheeses that my father described as smelling
of ‘old socks’ but that tasted utterly delicious, wine watered down for me and sweetened, so I
learnt that it complemented the meals we ate, and bread, crisp and hot, collected every morning
from the bakery on the corner.Daddy Andrew (my grandmother’s Scottish father) salmon fishing
in Aurland, Norway, with his hip flask of whisky to hand!All these influences are rich in the
memories and cultures that I have experienced around the world, travelling through Europe and
Africa with friends, working in Cyprus or as a chalet girl in the French Alps, or on family holidays
in France or Spain, and they have had a huge impact on the ingredients and techniques I use in
my own kitchen. I have learnt that you don’t need to follow rigid rules: trust your instincts and you
will probably be right – and a quick taste will reveal if you’re not! Experiment and learn what
flavours you like so that you can adapt and adjust the dishes you cook, making use of what you
have to hand and what you feel like eating. No fresh basil? Use coriander instead. Add a little
cinnamon and you change the flavour of the dish from Mediterranean to Middle Eastern. Use
oats and nuts instead of breadcrumbs. And as for shortcuts, a carton of custard and a can of
apricots have got me out of many a last-minute pudding situation. A few basic principles will go a
long way in your kitchen, so my recipes will show you how a bit of this and a little splash of that
will work together to produce effortlessly easy meals. You can, of course, follow my recipes to
the very last detail, but I want you to know that you don’t have to. If you’re lacking an ingredient,
you can use something else – and I’ll give you some pointers in that direction so you know the
kinds of things that can be swapped in or out and what goes well with what. Enjoy how flexible
ingredients really are.The secret is to be adaptable – my Twitter friends often ask me for
inspiration about what to make for dinner that night, and I always reply, ‘Go and check what’s in



your fridge.’ Use what you have; it’s pointless having a fridge full of ingredients if you’re not going
to use them. It’s the way my mother and grandmother cooked, starting a meal with what they had
in their cupboards, and many of their recipes are ones I still cook today.The kitchen has been
central to every generation on both sides of my family, and eating meals around the table has
always been a way of bonding us together. Like most people, I think food forms an integral part
of any celebration, but I believe we should try to make every meal into a bit of an occasion, not
just on special days. You definitely don’t have to spend a fortune or have matching crockery,
candles and crystal on the table, but you do need food that invites you to dig in, share it around,
then sit back and enjoy. Along the way I’ve learnt a few short cuts that help me to get the food out
more quickly, which means I can devote more time to the important things in life, such as
spending as much time as possible with my friends and family, and those tips are what I will
share with you in this book.Good food is all about flavour, and a few simple twists can make the
ordinary extraordinary. It really is all about spending time together, sitting and enjoying a meal
with loved ones, not getting hot and bothered about an overcomplicated recipe that keeps you
stuck in a steamy kitchen with a meat thermometer while friends and family await the outcome in
another room. These are my recipes: quick, undemanding, easy and very adaptable to our busy
lives. I want you to cook, sit, eat and enjoy!TIPS TO GET YOU STARTEDShoppingMy mother
and grandmother taught me to shop carefully and plan ahead, so I keep a well-stocked fridge,
freezer and store cupboard, which means I can prepare a stress-free meal any night of the week.
I will always grab a cut-price chicken or some fish and stick it in the freezer. The same goes for
those herbs that have seen better days and are reduced to pennies. Buy them, chop and bag
’em up, then pop them in your freezer – but make sure you label them well as they can all look
frustratingly alike when frozen.Think about your ingredients in terms of what dishes they could
make. For example, a bag of mixed vegetables could be the base for a soup, a fantastic tagine or
a mixed couscous (see here, here and here). Or it could be the makings of a Pot au Feu with that
reduced chicken you picked up earlier (see here). Buy ingredients that you know you will use,
but do try things you might not have eaten before – game, such as venison and quail, or those
tiny poussins, are always on the reduced aisle – grab them whenever you can and freeze them
so you can try something different; food should be about having fun and trying new
things.Cooking and eating should both be a pleasure, so make sure you enjoy the shopping for
them too.LeftoversEven in my house, where we do our utmost to avoid waste, we usually have
some leftovers, so I make sure I choose my meals carefully and plan ahead so that I can use up
whatever I have lurking in the fridge. For example, if we have a roast chicken on Sunday, I save
the leftover meat from the carcass, re-roast the bones and make stock (see here) and I then
have the beginnings of my Asti, asparagus and chicken risotto (see here), or the filling for a
quick chicken pie into which you can throw the leftover veg too. Alternatively, the veggies can be
chopped and used to fill some tart cases made with ready-rolled puff pastry – add a splash of
cream and a little seasoning and bake for 15 minutes. Spanish Omelettes (see here) are a
brilliant way to use up odd and ends, and make regular appearances at our dinner table. Just



mix whatever you have into the beaten eggs, along with some cooked potatoes, then fry until it’s
all lovely and crisp around the edges and eat with a green salad or French Beans with Thyme
(see here). My grandmother even used to keep the cheese rind and add it with a splash of milk
to her bolognese sauce – the result was rich and creamy, with a real depth of flavour. I find that
most of my meals usually have more than one incarnation, and sometimes three or four! My
approach is about being flexible and making the ingredients work hard for you.Three golden
rules: taste, taste, tasteA friend of mine, who is terrified of cooking, once told me that she follows
recipes to the letter, but refuses to taste the food until sitting down to eat. Unsurprisingly, as she
readily admits, the results are a bit hit and miss. When I left home and began cooking for myself
and friends, I would be straight on the phone to my mother, asking advice on everything from
how to make her French dressing to how long my casserole would take to cook. ‘When it’s done,
darling,’ was the standard answer, or, ‘Taste a little and see.’ She was right, of course. You must
taste, adjust the seasoning, or even add or take away some of the ingredients. And don’t be
afraid to experiment: use my recipes as a guide, and play around with them to make them your
own. If you don’t want Pepper-blackened Salmon (see here), try cod or chicken breast. Similarly,
swap the lamb in my tagine (see here) for chicken or quail. Play around with the flavourings too,
using parsley or rosemary instead of tarragon in the Mustard Rabbit (see here), or leek and
brandy instead of fennel and ouzo in my gratin on here – or miss out the spirits and add a splash
of white wine.It’s your kitchen and you’re cooking for you and your loved ones, so experiment
and make it taste the way you want.HOW TO PLAY WITH FLAVOURSFlavours are like colours:
you can mix and match them, play around with them, and just by changing one for another can
alter the entire ‘mood’ of a dish. For example, chicken cooked in tomato, basil and garlic has a
distinctly Mediterranean flavour, but substitute coriander and saffron or turmeric and you have
the makings of a Middle Eastern tagine.Get to know your herbs and spices, and experiment at
pairing them with different ingredients. If you always taste your dishes as you cook them, you will
soon have the confidence to put a meal together without having to follow a recipe to the letter.
Cooking is all about creating dishes with ingredients that you love to eat. There are no real rules
to it, just familarise yourself with your ingredients and you will ‘own’ your kitchen.Below are some
of my favourite combinations of herbs and spices, grouped by their approximate geographical
origins. Try them in your cooking to create the type of flavour you want to achieve. Smell them
and imagine what they will bring to your food. The descriptions I have given will help you to
balance the dish – not too sweet, not too bitter, and not too hot.Know your herbs and spicesYou
may be familiar with many of the herbs and spices in my list below, but I hope it will help you to
experiment with flavours with more confidence – have some fun!FRENCHBOUQUET GARNI – a
traditional blend of French herbsHERBS DE PROVENCE – a southern warm and sunny
flavourOREGANO – dry and slightly aromaticSAGE – a dry strong flavourTARRAGON – tart and
almost aniseed flavourTHYME – sweet and pungentENGLISHBAY LEAVES – dry and
aromaticCHIVES – an oniony tangPARSLEY – astringent and dryPEPPERCORNS – hot!
ROSEMARY – an intense aromatic flavourSAGE – a dry strong flavourITALIANBASIL – slightly



spicy aromaticMARJORAM – sweet basilNUTMEG – woody and sweet, good in sweet and
savouryOREGANO – dry and slightly aromaticROSEMARY – woody and perfumedTHYME –
sweet and pungentNORTHERN EUROPECHIVES – an oniony tangDILL – sharp and slightly
lemonyPAPRIKA – peppery sweet or smokeyPARSLEY – astringent and
drySPANISHCORIANDER – slightly bitter aromaticOREGANO – dry and slightly
aromaticPAPRIKA – peppery sweet or smokeyPARSLEY – astringent and dryROSEMARY –
woody and perfumedSAFFRON – rich colour and exotic, slightly bitter flavourASIAN
COOKERYCORIANDER – slightly bitter aromaticGINGER – warmKAFFIR LIME LEAVES –
citrusyLEMON GRASS – bitter citrusySTAR ANISE – aniseedINDIAN COOKERYCARDAMOM –
warm and astringentCLOVES – aniseed and aromaticCUMIN – earthy and woodyCURRY
LEAVES – spicy and warmDRIED CHILLIES – hot!GARAM MASALA – a traditional Eastern
blendTURMERIC – bitter flavourMIDDLE EASTERNCINNAMON – sweet and spicyCLOVES –
aniseed and aromaticCORIANDER – slightly bitter aromaticCUMIN – earthy and woodyMINT –
fresh and dryRAS AL HANOUT – a traditional Middle Eastern blendSAFFRON – rich colour and
exotic, slightly bitter flavourTURMERIC – bitter flavourLARDER LOVES AND MUST-HAVESI
pick up jars and cans of interesting ingredients whenever I see them, but I make sure I’m never
without the basics so I can put together a meal using only what I have in my cupboard. Here’s a
list of my essentials, plus a few ideas for how to turn them into simple meals.Cans and
jarsBEANS, CHICKPEAS, LENTILS, PEAS AND SWEETCORN – these are all great for making
dhals and hummus, adding to salads, or stuffing into my Twice-baked Potatoes (see here). Use
the beans (baked, borlotti or cannellini) in my Cowboy Beans on Toast (see here).COCONUT
MILK – great for cooking my Rice and Peas (see here).CUSTARD – perfect for a trifle with
sponge fingers, or mix with leftover bits of Meringue Roulade (see here) and freeze to make ice
cream.DUCK CONFIT – canned duck legs preserved in their own fat; with some sweet chilli
sauce, cranberry sauce, a little red wine and a few berries, you can knock up my super-quick
and very delicious duck supper (see here).FRUIT – canned apricots, cherries, mangoes,
peaches, pears and pineapple are great standbys. They can all be blitzed with sweetened cream
and served as a mousse, added to a ‘thrown-together’ trifle, or sprinkled with sugar and baked
until golden. Alternatively, arrange the drained fruit on a circle of ready-to-use puff pastry and
bake for 20 minutes, or pop them in a dish with a sweetened batter and bake like a clafoutis
(these last two ideas are lovely served with crème fraîche).HONEY – can be used instead of
sugar to sweeten anything, or serve with plain yoghurt and grilled fruit for pudding.HOTDOG
SAUSAGES – slice up and pan-fry frankfurters with eggs and paprika for breakfast. Also use
them in my Beach Salad (see here).JALAPEÑO PEPPERS – use in tortillas, or blitz with
avocado, lime, Tabasco and salt and freshly ground black pepper to make
guacamole.MAYONNAISE – mix with canned tuna or cooked chicken for toasties, or combine
with chopped eggs, coriander leaves and grapes for a salad.MINCEMEAT – for a fab winter
pudding, core out an apple and stuff with a chocolate truffle and some mincemeat. Top with
brown sugar and butter and bake in the oven for 40 minutes – unbelievably good!MUSTARD – I



use mustard all the time in dressings, and to flavour all kinds of dishes. Keep French and English
mustards in your store cupboard, making sure you have dried as well as ready-made
English.SALMON AND TUNA – really great for making quick fishcakes. Add to leftover Crushed
Baby Potatoes (see here), season and mix in some chilli sauce or chopped herbs, chives or
capers and an egg. Shape into patties, coat in breadcrumbs (see the freezer section, here),
brush with butter and bake for 20 minutes in a hot oven. Lovely with lemony mayonnaise.SUN-
DRIED TOMATOES – use in salads and for my New Potato Salad (see here).TOMATOES – with
some olives, anchovies and chilli flakes you have the basics for pasta puttanesca. For a heartier
dish, throw in some fish or shellfish to make seafood pasta.PacketsCHOCOLATE – milk, dark
and white chocolate can be added to any pudding to improve it, or simply melted to make a
quick sauce. I also find it useful to keep a box of After Eights in the cupboard. Apart from
meaning that you will always have some choccies to hand if you are invited out to supper by a
lovely friend, you can also make a quick and light choccy mousse. Just melt the whole mints in a
bain-marie, then add butter, fold in whipped cream and egg white and chill.DRIED FRUITS –
apricots, prunes and raisins, for example, are great for adding to granola, and can also be used
in tagines and puddings.DRIED GRAINS – couscous, pasta, pulses and rice offer endless
combinations for suppers and salads.OATS – great for making flapjacks (microwave butter,
brown sugar and syrup, then add oats and cinnamon and press down, microwave again for
couple minutes then cool and cut). Also good for adding to crumble mixtures and coating
fishcakes.SUGAR – caster and brown sugars are useful for baking, and to add sweetness to
mealtimes.BottlesOIL – olive oil and neutral-flavoured rapeseed oil are store-cupboard
essentials, but sesame and walnut oils are also useful, and don’t forget chilli-, herb- and garlic-
infused oils. They can all be used for cooking, making dressings and drizzling over food.SWEET
CHILLI SAUCE – mix with mayo to make a dressing for grilled fish, or add a dash to your own
sauces for extra spice.SWEET GINGER SAUCE – great with leftover chicken or turkey; simply
brush the meat with the sauce and a little sesame oil, then grill until sticky and
caramelised.VINEGAR – balsamic, cider, malt, raspberry, sherry and wine vinegars will jazz up
salads and give meat dishes a ‘zing’. Try flavouring chicken thighs with a splash of balsamic, a
little honey, cinnamon and seasoning, then fry in a pan. Really delicious!WORCESTERSHIRE
SAUCE – I use this in loads of dishes, such as my Cottage Pie and in the stuffing for Twice-
baked Potatoes (see here and here).FREEZE IT ALLWe joke with my mother that if you stand
around long enough in her kitchen, you’ll end up in the freezer because she freezes practically
everything, and I must admit that I do the same myself now.If you don’t have time to turn that
chicken carcass into stock, bag it up and freeze it for another day. The same goes for chopped
herbs, breadcrumbs and cheese – put them in bags to use whenever you need them – they are
great in my Twice-baked Potatoes (see here), or in stews and saucy dishes that need a ‘tweak’.
Tomato Sauce (see here) can be used to cover pork escalopes, then topped with mozzarella
and baked – lush! Frozen fish fillets are brilliant for a quick fish pie or to make into goujons (see
here or here). Portions of soup and lasagne can also be frozen for those times when you have



unexpected mouths to feed. And stock (see here) can be used in risottos, soups and stews.It’s
amazing what you can throw together with bits and pieces: you just need to have the know-how,
and I hope my book will give you that, along with a big helping of confidence, so you’ll be able to
magic up a meal in no time and have fun doing it.BASIC STOCKSWhen recipes are very simple,
the quality of what you put in them makes a real difference. You can, at a push, get away with
ready-made stock or even a cube, but making your own requires very little effort and tastes so
much better. That chicken carcass, for example, could be bubbling away while you eat your main
meal based on the rest of the bird. Freeze the stock in small containers so that you can use just
as much as you need.Chicken stockThis is the stock I use most often in soups, risottos and
stews. It’s easy to make, and makes world of difference to the flavour of your cooking.Makes 1–2
litres1 chicken carcass, with skin1 carrot1 onion, quartered1 celery stalk1 dried bay leafa few
sprigs of fresh herbs, such as parsley and thymesalt and freshly ground black pepperPut all the
ingredients in a flameproof casserole dish or heavy-based pan and add just enough water to
cover them. Bring to the boil, then pop the lid on and simmer for 2–4 hours. Strain into a bowl,
discarding the solids. Freeze the stock in small pots or plastic containers, adding a label and
date.Vegetable stockI often buy vegetables that are reduced in price or damaged and about to
be thrown away because I hate to see waste, and they’re ideal for stock. My advice is to use
whatever you can get hold of – it’s all good for something. This stock has a lighter taste than
chicken stock, so use it in vegetarian dishes or when you have more subtle flavours going
on.Makes 1–2 litres2 onions, quartered2 carrots, roughly chopped2 celery stalks1 leek,
chopped400g mixed root veg4 mushroomshandful of parsley1 tsp black peppercornsPut all the
ingredients in a flameproof casserole dish or heavy-based pan and add just enough water to
cover them. Bring to the boil, then pop the lid on and simmer for about 1 hour. Strain, discarding
the solids, then use as the basis of a hearty soup, or freeze the stock in small pots or plastic
containers, adding a label and date.Fish stockAsk your fishmonger for fish trimmings to make
this stock – he’ll probably give you them for nothing – or save up prawn shells and fish bones in
the freezer until you have enough.Makes 1–2 litresknob of butter1 shallot, chopped1 leek,
chopped½ fennel bulb, chopped250g fish trimmings (heads, shells, etc.)1 dried bay leaf1 tsp
black peppercornshandful of fresh parsley1 sprig of thyme100ml white wineHeat a flameproof
casserole dish or heavy-based pan, add the butter and, when melted, gently fry the vegetables
for a couple of minutes until just turning translucent. Add the fish trimmings, the bay leaf,
peppercorns and herbs, stir together, then pour in the wine. Add enough water to cover all the
ingredients and bring to the boil. Skim off any scum that forms on the surface, then lower the
heat and simmer for about 30 minutes. Strain, discarding the solids, then freeze the stock in
small pots or plastic containers, adding a label and date.BASIC SAUCESHere are simple
recipes for the four sauces that form the basis of most of the meals I make. You can flavour them
with whatever you like to suit the rest of the dish you are making – see here for some ideas.White
sauceVery easy to make, a white sauce is also the perfect base for adding flavours – cheese,
nutmeg, mustard or brandy are some of my favourites. It’s a great way of dressing up dull



dishes.Serves 4–650g slightly salted butter50g plain flour550ml milksalt and freshly ground
black pepperMelt the butter in a small, heavy-based saucepan. Remove from the heat and
gradually stir in the flour until you have a smooth paste. Slowly pour in the milk, whisking out any
lumps that might form. Return to the heat, still whisking, and allow to simmer and thicken. Keep
stirring over the heat for about 5 minutes to cook out the flour, then season and taste.Variation:
To make a richer sauce, you can use 100ml cream instead of milk, and add a splash of brandy or
whisky.Butter saucePerfect with fish and very simple to make, you can add garlic, capers or dill
to give it some new flavours.Serves 2–41 small onion, chopped1 tbsp white wine vinegar2 tbsp
white wine150g unsalted butter, cubedsqueeze of lemon (optional)salt and freshly ground black
pepperPlace the onion, vinegar and wine in a saucepan and heat quickly until slightly
caramelised and reduced but not dried out. Add a splash of water, then stir in the butter, piece by
piece, heating the mixture up slowly. Whisk until it becomes smooth and creamy. Season to taste
and add a little lemon juice, if desired.Serve with grilled fish topped with toasted almonds, or
with grilled king prawns and freshly ground black pepper.Tomato passataTo my mind, this is the
most important sauce you need to know how to make because a good passata can make or
break a meal. This one, made with ripe or even bruised tomatoes, is good enough to eat on its
own with some pasta or grilled vegetables. You can use canned tomatoes if you like, but
remember they will be quite acidic, so taste and adjust the sugar as necessary. Freeze what you
don’t need immediately so that you’ll always have a quick meal to hand.Makes about 1.5
litres1kg ripe tomatoes1–2 tsp sugar1 tbsp balsamic vinegar1–2 garlic cloves, unpeeled2–3 tbsp
olive oil2 bay leaveshandful of basil leaves, crushedsalt and freshly ground black pepperPreheat
the oven to 180ºC/Gas mark 4. Cut the tomatoes in half and arrange them in a single layer, cut-
side up, in a large roasting tray. Sprinkle with the sugar and vinegar, throw in the garlic cloves,
then drizzle with the olive oil. Season the lot and roast for 30–40 minutes, until the tomatoes start
to caramelise.Scrape the tomatoes into a heavy-based saucepan. Squeeze the garlic from its
skin and add to the pan along with the bay leaves, basil and just enough water to cover the
tomatoes completely. Bring to the boil, then simmer very gently for 1–11/2 hours, topping up
occasionally with a little water if necessary. The longer you can leave the mixture to simmer, the
better.When done to your liking, blitz to a smooth sauce. Taste and adjust the seasoning or
sweetness as necessary.Homemade gravyThere is nothing like homemade gravy, flavoured with
the roasted meat juices, a dash of wine and fresh stock. Freeze any that you have left over and
serve it with toad in the hole or my Sausage and Onion Pie (see here).Serves 4–61 tbsp flour or
cornflour400ml hot Chicken or Vegetable Stock (see here or here)100ml red or white wine
(depending on whether you’re cooking red or white meat)salt and freshly ground black
pepperOnce your roast meat is cooked, transfer it to a warm serving plate, cover loosely with foil
and set aside to rest. Skim off most of the fat in the roasting tray, then place the tray over the
heat. When the liquid begins to bubble, add the flour and stir with the back of a spoon or a
spatula to form a paste. Slowly add the stock, a little at a time, stirring and scraping up all the
meaty, sticky bits that have stuck to the pan. Whisk to get rid of any lumps in your gravy, then



splash in the wine and allow to bubble and reduce to the consistency you prefer. Season and
pour into a warm gravy boat.Blueberry blitz | Granola | Twice-baked almond croissants | Cowboy
beans on toast | Mini breakfast ‘muffins’They say breakfast is the most important meal of the
day, and I couldn’t agree more. Like my mother before me, I always make sure my son eats a
wholesome, hearty breakfast to set him up for the day.I have great childhood memories of
breakfast time. In the winter my mother would make a big pot of creamy porridge for us, or eggs
on toast. In summer we’d have chopped fresh fruit with yoghurt or Petit Suisse (a creamy white
French cheese). And there would always be steaming bowls of hot chocolate and piles of
toasted homemade bread with jam on the table.For the weekends, Dad would make a special
trip to the butcher in town who was renowned for his sausages. He would serve them with
mounds of scrambled eggs sprinkled with paprika and we would wolf down the lot. With happy
memories of all this, the idea of skipping breakfast fills me with horror. How can you get going on
an empty stomach?Even if you don’t have a lot of time – and who does these days? – the super-
quick Blueberry Blitz (see here) is packed with oats, fruit and yoghurt to give you the perfect
kickstart, and a big batch of my Granola (see here) will take you only about half an hour to make
but will last you all week. On a cold winter’s morning, when there’s a frost in the air, fiery Cowboy
Beans on Toast (see here) will see you through to lunch and beyond. So throw those ‘breakfast
bars’ in the bin. No more excuses – get up, get eating, get going!BLUEBERRY BLITZMy son
Josh got hooked on milkshakes while on holiday in Cyprus, when he found it just too hot to eat
his usual breakfast in the mornings. They have everything you need for a good start to the day.
They’re also great if you don’t have time for a proper breakfast, as they’re ready in seconds – and
it’s a brilliant way to use up anything in the fruit bowl that has seen better days.Makes 2 large
glasses200ml milk1 fruit yoghurt1 banana100g strawberries, hulled50g blueberries1 tbsp
oats50ml orange juicesugar (optional)Place all the ingredients in a blender and blitz together.
Taste, and if the mixture isn’t sweet enough, add ½ teaspoon sugar.
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Lakeskip, “Good book with recipes that you will actually cook.. I like this book. There are plenty
of recipes that I have and will cook again. Despite some negative reviews, she is quite thrifty on
the whole but will push the boat out for an occasion. I’v ordered another of her cook books since
receiving this.”

dahlia, “Four Stars. Some recipes look very interesting so look forwards to trying them.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Achievable recipes from storecupboard staples. Love this book and was a
little sceptical but has become a bit of a go to...”

David, “worthy addition to my cook books.. Good entertaining colourful read with decent recipes.”

The book by Alex Hollywood has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 112 people have provided feedback.
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